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There is a persistent tendency in the Cartesian tradition to
impose analogy on Descartes as the method which he actually does.,
or at least ought to., follow inaccounting for other minds. In what
is perhaps the most recent study on the topic Donald F. -Henze
maintains that « Descartes" thinking about the existence of other
finite., created., thinking., and unextended substances in short.,
other human minds - takes the form., approximately., of argument
by analogy» (1). And as far back as Malebranche we find expressed
the opinion that~ since analogy is a perfectly adequate method of
dealing with the problem., it is the means which Deseartes should
have employed., although in fact 11.e was not very explicit on the
issue (2). Curiously enough., how·ever., both of these position would
force upon D'escartesa method which he clearly and repeatedly
repudiates. It would seem worthwllile., therefore., to provide a thorougll
discussion of the topic in order to establish (1) That Descartes does
not 'employ analogy in arguing for other minds; (2) why the illusion
persists that he does; and (3) precisely what method he does employ
in this area. More specifically., 1 should like to maintain that Descartes
does not us,e analogy because he cannot without violating his entire
epistemologieal doctrine., and that (in spite of the fact that 11.is
statements sometimes convey the impression of analogy) he actually
has a much more adequate form ofargumentation ,at his disposal
:for dealing witl1 the problem.
Several interesting studies have been done on D'escartes" use of
,analogy., metaphore., and syrrlbolism - :sometimes with reference to
his literary style.,and sometimes in an uttempt to clarify his use
of these tools as part ofa genuinely philosop'hical procedure. In
« La p'uissance ntetap'horique de Descartes» (3)., l'h. Spoerri points
out that the use of metaphore by Descartes is actually quite dist.inctive.,
and « more a matter of comparison than of metaphore» (p. 285).
'rhus what would seemat first to be merely ,a matter of literary
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technique is actually better understood as an attempt to give an
insight into the very nature of things by means of suggestive eomparisons. This facet of Descartes~ work is emphasized hy Henri
Gouhier in his « Le refus du syn~bolisnle dan,s I' huma,nism,e cartesien) (4). He notes that as a young man Descartes was firmly
convinced that one could con1e to an understanding of purely intellectual or spiritual matters througl1 a con,sideration of the symbolic
aspects of the material order. In his notebook~ for instance~ we find:
« Just as the imagination employs figures in order to conceive bodies~ so the
intellect employs certain sensible bodies in order to give form to spiritual things.
Sensible things can help us to conceive those of Olynlpia: the wind signifies
spirit; lllovement with time~ life; light~ consciousness; warmth~ love; instantaneous
activity ~ creation ... » (5).

But as his philosophical position developed~ ,and in particular
as his metaphysical thought took shape~ Descartes was forced to
reject this symbolic interpretation of reality. For he can1e to understand that the physical anel mental orders are completely distinct;
that~ in fact~ it is precisely the task of reason to distingush clearly
between the notions belonging to the respective orders and to attach
each of them « only to the things to wllich it applies)) (6). l'he
symbolism of his youth was therefore discarded hy Deseartes~ giving
way to what Gouhier calls « signals )) (p. 68). 1'he change was essentially a shift from the use of what he had once understood to be
natural~ sensible signs in his elucidation of supersensible reality~ to the
use of signals which imply no genuine similitude hetween a purely
intelligible issue and the sensory data employed in explaining it (7).
But if D1escarte.s revised his conception of the proper role of
such explanatory devices~ he certainly did not feel constrained to
avoid them. Gouhier comm.ents (with a touch of hyperbole) that no
philosophic style is more replete with images than that of D'escartes
- not only in the Discourse, where he was attempting to explain
matters to the broad spectrum of the ]earned public~ but even in
his correspondence with respected inte]lectua},s~ and on tlle most
abstract topics (p. 70). And when we turn to explicit matters of
methodology in the Regulae, we find it repeated constantly that we
must not begin with what is profound and diflicult~ but rather should
discuss those disciplines which ,are easiest and simplest~ and which
di.splay th·e most order. He sugg·ests « the arts of the craftsmen who
w,eave webs and tapestries~ or of women who embroider or use in
the same work threads with infinite modification of texture )). Ancl
he includes « all play witl1 nUITlbers and everything that belongs to
Arithmetic~and the like)) (8). His purpose in beginning with the
simple is to develop a sense of order and method~ but he also
emphasizes that « none of the sciences~ however abstruse~ is to be
deduced from lofty ,and ohscure matters~ but that they all proceed
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only from what is easy and more readily understood» (9). And to
illustrate how this advise should be followed., he employs a variety oI
examples to show how he would use commonly exp.erienced pheno..
mena to get at problems wllich seem to involve obscurity or complexity.
Once one is reminded of this point., it is easy to call to mind
a great number of examples and analogies in Descartes" work., and
one is inclined to feel that p,erhaps analogy has been consciously
chosen as an essential aspect of his literary or pllilosophic style.
It is not surprising., therefore., that the illusion persists that D'eseartes
enlploys som·e form of the argument from analogy in accounting for
other minds. For not only does he constantly use wllat seem to he
analogies tllroughout his work - he even applies them sp.ecifically
to the mind..body union. After warning Princess Elizabeth that the
main cause of our errors is that we commonly want to use sensory
notions to explain nlatters to which they do not apply (10)., he goes
on to use just such an analogy in discussing the mauner in which
the soul moves the body. He suggests that the ßlanner in which
the soul moves the body can be understood in th·e same way that
sOlne philosophers have (mistakenly) held that heaviness moves .a
body toward the center of the earth (11). In his next letter to
"Elizabeth (12)., and when he uses this same analogy in a letter to
Arnauld some years later (13)., he is careful to mention that the
analogy is weak becau.se heaviness is not even areal quality., much
less ,a substance. But., he maintains., th'e fact that ,ve misapply this
conception in our attempt to comprehend gravity., should help us to
realize that we do have such ,a primitive notion (an innate id.ea., as we
shall see) to draw upon in order to understand how the mind., which
i~ immaterial., can nonetheless move a material entity., the body (14).
While this an.alogy is not at all of the kind which one would
use to establish the existence of other minds., it does tend to foster
the impression that Deseartes is unable to approach the mind-body
relation except through tlle u.se of simile or allalogy. If this is true.,
then it would seem clear that any attempt to establish the existence
of other minds (the mental complements of the apparently human
bodies wllich he encount,ers daily) would llave to take the form oI.
an argument byanalogy. Moreover., the most commonly known cliches
of Cartesian philosophyencourage the illusion that analogy would
be the natural course for D:escartes to follow:
« Animals are simply machines, and are only thought to have souls by a
Inistaken analogy with other sentient beings (nlen).
Even the human body is a purely mechanical entity, the actions of which
follow rigorously the principles of physics.
Since the mind and body are distinct substances, the conception of the one
does not involve the conception of the other (nor the existence of one, the
existence of the other) ».
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If God can make an animal-machine~ why can he not also make
human-machines? Must Descartes not simply accept the fact that he
cannot g,et « inside » other men~ and that (b,ecause the hodies around
hirn act very much like his hody~ which he k,nows to he unitecl to
a soul or rnind) he is free to assert the prohahility that there are
minds united with them - hut can never he ahsolutely sure? This
i8 how theargument would seem to go~ and some very respectahle
eommentators have accepted it~ in one form or another.
Genevieve Lewis~ in her L" lndivi.dualite selon Descartes (Paris?
] 950), followsa lin,e of thought very similar to that sketched ,ahove~
and concludes: « The souls which judgment permits one to attribute
to others ,are therefore analogous to that of which I take immediate
consciousness in the Cogito, i.e.~ essentially free and rea,sonahle»)
(p. 114). But they are merely analogous (analogues) (15). And Henze~
while expressing « ,a reservation ahout assigning a full-hlown argunlent
from analogy to D'escartes » (p. 54)~ makes it clear that he considers
,a version of the analogy argument to he what Descartes is ahout~
and th'e only course which is actually open to hirn (pp. 53-54). There
can be no doubt, therefore~ that this interpretation of Descartes!'
thought has some currency among contelnporary writers alld
becaus,e there is some basis for the illusion, it is clear that ollly
the strongest reasons ean be expected to give it the lie. In such cases,
it would seem best to let Descartes speak for hirnself.
While Descartes promises in the Regulae to give an explicit
discussion of analogy (Rule VIII)~ there is none to he found in h.is
works. L. J. Beck suggests that « it would probably have been part
of the third section of the Regulae» (16). But it is not difficult to
piece together a very clear position on the topic. One need only
consider the precise nature of argument by analogy~ i.e., The process
of asserting an identity of kind between two entities -- one :fully~
the other partially known - on the ba,sis of those characteristics
,,,~hicll are observed to be common to both. In effect~ this means an
attempt to establish the complete nature ofan entity on the basis
of tllose oI its characteristics which. are open to observation~ and
the comparison oI this evidence with the characteristics oI another
entity already known. Because the entity under investigation is never
Iully known hy means oI ob,servable attrihutes~ the assertion eon..
seguent upon such evidence can never carry more than a high degree
oI probahility. And this should immediately demand our attention.
No one has ever seriously maintained that Descartes was uncertain
oI the existence oI other minds, or that 11e held the matter to he
m,erely probable. (Although some writer5 have held that his certitude
was not well-founded). From the standpoint of the knowledge which
Descartes claims~ thereIore~ it would seem difficult to assert that he
was nlerely arguing hy analogy.
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Moreover, analogy is in one sense quite at variance with Descartes'
conception of method, for it empllasizes similarities rather than
distinctions between entities. And as D:escartes has pointed out in
the letter to Hyperaspistes, « the real faculty of the mind is its
ability to conceive two things ,apart; and it is the lack of this
faculty which makes it apprehend two things in a confused mann1er
as a single thing» (17). It would appear, therefore, that any use of
similes would tend to hamper the proper use of the mind in drawing
distinctions, rather than enhance this function.
Furthermore, D'escartes recognizes the difficulty in principle of
arguing from separately conceived substances to the notion of their
conjunction in a single thing. He says that he does not believe
the hUlnan mind capable of conceiving at the same time both the
distinction between soul and body and their union, « because for
this it is n·ecessary to conceive tllem as a single thing and at the
same time to conceive them a,s two things; and this is absurd» (18).
The notion by which this union is to be properly conceived, he
says, is among those primary notions that should not be sought for
outside the soul, « which has them all in itself by its very nature » (19).
l'hus, again, argument by analogy would seem to be inappropriatc
for this kind of problem.
But ther,e is no need to search ahout for hints as to Descartes'
position on this issue. He expresses himself very clearly on several
occasions. For example, we find hirn saying in the Discourse, part iv:
« neither our imagination nor our senses can ever as,sur,e us oi anything
whatsoever, except insofaras our understanding intervenes » (20).
And the degree of interv,ention is by 110 means minor. One n·eed
only recall the exanlination of the piece of wax in Meditation 11.
He begins by discussing the various sensations had in observing the
wax - fir,stas it is brought fresh from the hive, th·enas it is placed
close to the fire. H,e notes thatall t he sensory aspects of the wax
change, and yet he is able to recognize a certain identity underlying
these changes. _f\fter careful consideration he concludes that neither
the senses nor the imagination could provide the awareness which
he has of the wax, and he finally determines that it is his mind
alone (L:atin: solii ntente; French: entendntent seul) which perceives
it (21). He then asks what this piece of wax is which can only be
grasped by th.e nlind. And he determines that it is the same as
that perceived by the senses, ano the sarne as he had always believed
it to be from the beginning.
«( But what must particularly he observed is that its perception is neither an
act of vision, nor of touch, nor of imagination, and has never heen such although
it may formerly have appeared to be so, hut only an intuition of the mind)) (22).

rrhus Descartes concludes that while our knowledge of a substantial entity begins in sense awareness, and is ultinlately oetermined
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to he of the same ohject as that ohserved hy the senses, it is
nonetheless achieved indep,endently .and solely hyan act of the
mind. Sensory awareness., then, may he a nf~cessary condition for the
acquisition of such. knowledge, hut it cannot he .a sufficient condition.
And no compounding of necessary conditions (such as sensory data,
or ohservahle characteristics) will ever provide for Descartes the
sufficient condition (intellectual intuition) which alone provides knowledge. In fact, one of the most important aspects of the discussion
of wax in Meditation 11 seems clearly to he that we achieve an
awareness of suhstance not because of sensory data, hut .actually in
spite of it. And if this is true witl'! respect to physical substance.,
it would he no less th.e case in our knowledge of spiritual suhstance.
In short, therefore, it would make no sense for Descartes to
argue to the existence of other minds hy analogy. For without
intellectual intuition analogy simply could not provide anything
which would he acceptahle as knowledge. And if intellectual intuition
is hrought into play, then analogy heconles trulyabsurd - for its
distinctive role is to provide an argument precisely in those contexts
where intuition is impossihle.
But in case th,ere could still he further douht in the matter,
we ,should consider one final passage from Meditation VI. ffhere
Descartes takes up an argument which proceeds hy analogy .anti
indicates its limitations. He points out that one nlust he cautions
ahout drawing conclusions concerning the nature of fir,e from the
sensations of heat and pain it produces in uso And similarly~ one
nlust not conclude that spaces are empty sirnply because nothing is
found in th.ern which excites the senses. For the perceptions of sense
have heen placed in. man hy nature simply for the purpose oI
indicating to th,e rnind what things are heneficial or harrnful to the
cOlnhined whole of which it forms apart. And for this purpose they
are sufficiently clear and distinct. But I would he ( perverting tlle
order of nature », says D'eseartes., if I ,\\Tere to use these perceptions
« as though they were ahsolute rules by which I might immediateJy
determine the essence of the hodies which are outside me, as to
which, in fact., they can teach me nothing hut what is most ohscure
and confused» (23).
Surely this is as clear a statelnent as one might require - for
the argument fromanalogy i,s precisely .an attenlpt to « determine
the ess·ence of the hodies which are outside me », hy means of « the
perceptions of sense». Such an attempt is a violation of the order
of nature,and it is precisely this kind of misuse oI tIle senses whicll
.accounts for why « most men in life perceive notlling hut in a confused
way» (24). While D'escartes admits to having been guilty of such
misuse hefore he hegan to philosophize, there can he no douht that
such a procedure is explicitly excluded frOD] hi.s mature philosophy.
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But at this point have we not established too much, and disclos·ed
whatappears to be a glaring inconsistency on the part oI Descartes?
Wehave seen that his works are full oI inlaginative examples oI metaphore~ simile and an.alogy - and that~ while some oI these
examples may simply be considered useful tools Ior exposition~ others
seem clearly to be intended to serve a genuine role in Ilis philosophie~
rather than merely literary ~ methodology. Yet what we have just
concluded would seemalso very clearly to exclude this possibility.
Something in our considerations seems seriously out oI joint.
Fortunately~ th·e answer to this enigma is provided by Victor
Goldschmidt in his article « Le p,ara,dignze platonicien et les 'Regulae ' ,de Descartes » (25). He points out that tlle method oI analogy
as employed by Plato is actually a method oI paradigms which has
a double aspect: It proposes an exercise in Iollowing a meLhod;
,and it proceeds by means oI discovering resemblanees between the
subject oI the exercise and a « great subject» (i.e., between tlle
fisherman and the Sophist) (p. 200). The subjects oI such exercises
are chosen Irom among sensible things which are conlmon ,and easy
to understand. At first view~ he notes~ the process oI reasoning by
paradigm seems to be that oI reasoning by analogy 01' resemblance.
But there are significant differences: The verification oI the hypothesis
constitutes an intrinsic part oI reasoning by paradigm; the reasoning
is completed only with the rigorous definition oI tlle « major sul.ject »; and finally ~ the foundation oI the paradigm rests on the cosnlic
order - the principle oI geometrie equality estahlished~ between the
sensibles and the Iorms~ oI secret corre.spondences that the reasoning
by paradigm must decipher (p. 201).
In turning to Descartes~ Goldschimdt points out the tendency
to begin with common and easily und.erstood matters oI experience
which we have noted ahove. He then goes on to show just how strong
a case can he made Ior a striking resemhlance hetween the elements
oI method employed hy Plato~ and those of Descartes. This is done
hy pointing out the manner in which Descartes uses carefully chosen
comparisons to isolate what Plato would call the « element» 01'
« Iorm» which is common to hoth the ordinary suhject oI the
exercise and the « great suhject» which is under investigation
(p. 204). T'his element~ which may be a particular nature 01' relation'.,
is shared by the two subjects oI comparison~ and we are given at
the same time both an insight into the suhject of inquiry~ and a
genuine aspect oI the order oI reality.
It would he inappropriate Ior us here to provide a defense o{
Goldschmidt's interpretation oI Plato (26)~ 01' even to dweIl Ht lengtll
on the similarities hetween the methods oI Plato and Descartes. Hut
it should be clear that the point raised does constitute an essential
contribution to our discussion. For Descartes does say that « in every
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train of reasoning it is by eonlparison th.at we attain to ,a preeise
knowledge of the truth)) (27). And that « all knowledge whatsoever.,
other than that whieh eonsists in the simple and naked intuition oI
single independent objeets~ is a matter oI eomparison of two things
or more witheaeh other)) (28). Sueh eonlp,arisolls are pursued « by
means ofan idea whieh is oneand the same in the various subjeet
matters )). And « this eommon idea is transferred from one subjeet
toanother ~ merely by means of the simple comparison hy whieh
we affirm that the objeetsought for is in this or that respect like.,
or identieal with~ or equal to a partieular datum)) (29). All of
whieh gives the impression that we are dealing with a straightforw,ard
proeess of analogy.
But Deseartesalso says that his method is intended to reveal
« innumerable orderly systems~ all different from each other~ but
nonetheless eonforming to rule~ in the proper ohservanee of whieh.
systems oI order eonsists the whole of human sagaeity)) (30). It is
one of the tasks of enum\eration to diseover these systems of relations.,
and to distinguish properly the roles of elements whiell are either
relative or absolute. The eonjunetion oI absolute elements~ or simple
natures~ ·exelusively by necessary eonneetions~ is an adequate proteetionagainst error and provides eomplete eertitude (31). Finally~
« the whole of hunlan knowledge eonsists in a distinet pereeption oI
the way in whieh those simple natures eombine in order to build
up other objects)) (32).
"fhus what seems to bea eontradietion between theory and
praetiee in Deseartes ~ use ofanalogy is easily resolved. What begins
as a simple eomparison or analogy heeomes for Deseartes") as for
Plato~ the revelation of essential~ ontologieal struetures (or schentes
to use the term of Brehier and Laporte) (33) which no lünger
involves mere probability~ but rather absolute knowledge . .A.nalogy
may therefore be ,seen as either a necessary") or merely ,a eonvenient~
propaedeutie for philosophie investigation on Descartes~ view (34).
But it eould never eonstitute the limit of his method in searching
for truth ·either with respeet to other minds~ or any other
« seientifie )) problem of the natural order. And with this conclusion.,
we may now turn to the question of what method he does use to
get at other minds.
In order to aeeomplish t11.1s portion of our task~ it will be
n·eeessary to provide a more systematie treatment of D'escartes ~
thought~ and at least abrief eonsideration of the (:artesian tradition
- where we shall onee more eneounter analogy. As one might expeet")
there is a signifieant body of literature on the topie whieh should
not be ignored. In faet~ there has been so much discussion on tIle
topie that one is inelined to maintain that tIle essential issues have
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been dealt with ,as thoroughly as onecould hope for without
resurrecting the seigneur ·du Perron himself. as jurist.
Because the matter is central to any epistemological theory ~ and
because it involves the traditional Inind-body problem - a crucial
issue for the Cartesian philosophy the question of other nlinds
was explicitly dealt with by many of the followers of th.e new thought.
Some~ like Malebranche~ saw the problem as solved~ and found
analogy to be a perfectlyadequate basis for its solution (35). But
then this would be a natural course for him~ in view of the fact
that he did not believe that we can give a rigorous demonstr.ation
even for th·e existence of bodies (36). Or, nlore precisely, one cannot
give such a demonstration unless faith is presupposed (37). For there
is no direct commerce between mind and body for Malebranche.
« All creatures are united only to God with an immediate union.
They depend essentially and directly only on hirn)) (38). Therefore,
in order toargue for the existence of bodies, or the existence of
other men, one must first understand the general laws of the union
of the soul ,and body which God has established, and wllich hp
must follow (39). These laws flow from the will of God and ,are
arbitrary (40). By them God has willed that the modalities of the
soul and body be reciprocal, and consequently « there is the union
and natural dependence of the two parts of which we are com·
posed)) (41). Th·ese decrees « by their efficacy communicate to nIe
the power which I have on my body, and through it on others ));
and « by their immutability unite me to my body,and by it to my
friends, to my goods and to all that which surrounds me)) (42).
l'hus, in virtue oI these law,s I can demonstrate the existence of
my body, of other bodies, anel of other Inen.But because these laws
are arbitrary, I can know them only hy revelation or faith (43).
N onetlleless, Malebranche is ,satisfied that this « demonstration pro..
vided by faith )) delivers us from speculative doubt, and that he has -Cl
real knowledge oI,and genuine communieation with other men (44).
Other Cartesians realized more clearly the difficulties entailed by
analogy in this context. T'hese would include Cordemoy ,and _~rnauld.
Cordenl0Y noted what seemed to hirn to be a distinct lacuna in
Descartes' work,and wrote what .amounts to a « seventll Meditation ))
to establish the existence of other minds. In 11is I~e Discernement
du corp's et de l' ame en six discours (Paris~ 1666), he had already
completed his treatment of other areas of knowledge, such as our
awareness of the external world. But the problem of other minds,
he feIt, could only be dealt with through ·a careful analysis oI
language. This he undertook in Discours physique die Zu parole
(Paris, 1668), which is apparently the first overt and explicit treatment oI other minds in the history oI philosophy (4.5).
As the first French « Occasionalist)) (46), he naturally found
7
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the relationship hetween mind and hody (and therefore the assertion
that other hodies are complemented hy other minds) very difficult
to deal with. He hegins hy pointing: out that his inclinations ,all
favor theacceptance of a simple analogy with his own hody-mind
union. However~ having formed a firm resolution (( to admit to helief
only what appears to me evident when I have sufficiently considered
it to no longer fear that 1 am mistaken » ~ he determines « to reflect
on all those things which serve language~ since it is the most certain
means that 1 have for knowing whether all the hodies wl'lich so
perfectly resemhle mine are in fact men like me» (47).
There follows a thorough consideration of the way we employ
language~ which leaves hirn completely convinced. H:e distinguisl'les
the natural aspect of language hy which we express passion from
the conventional signs hy which we express our most ahstract c.onceptions ;and he distinguishes that aspect of language which is
properly the role of the hody (facial expression~ voice tone~ eyes)
from that which is the role of the mind. He notes that the external
signsalone do not constitute an infallihle argument for other minds.
Nor would it he wise to accept as signs of thought those nlovements
of the hody~ even vocal responses~ which could simply he excited
hy ohjects capahle of henefiting or harming it.
« But, in the final analysis, when I see that these bodies make signs which
have no relation to the state in which they find themselves, nor to their pre·
servation: when I see that these signs conform to those that I would have used
to express my thoughts; when I see that they give me ideas which I did not
previously have and which relate appropriately to the thing lalready have in
mind; and finally~ when I see a great order between their signs and llline,
I ,vould not be reasonable if I did not believe that they are like Ine» (p. 208).

We find in Cordemoy ~ therefore~ the detailed development oI
the suggestion offered hy D:escartes that genuine speech (i.e., words
or signs which indicate (( something pertaining to pure thought and
not to natural impulse ») (( is the only certain sign of thought hidden
in a hody» (48). And like Descartes~ Cordemoy seems to find in
such speech not merely the hasis for an analogy ~ hut grounds for
a genuine conviction of the existence of other nlinds.
It was Arnauld~ however~ who in 1683 responded specifically to
the (( conjectures » of Malehranche. And while at times his arguments
reflect those of Cordemoy ~ headds his own partieular emphasis to
improve them. He points out that eonjecture simply ,von"t do Jlere
- unless the term is used generally to include everything that is
opposed to simple vision~ i.e., to all that one can know hy reasoning
andeven the most certain demonstrations; and unless one agrees.,
as w,ell" that it is possihle to have a clear idea of that which is
known hy reasoning (49). But" of cours,e~ he is weIl aware tllat
l\'lalehranche would not accept these qualifications.
T'he distinctive twist that Arnauld gives to this argument is that
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it is at least as easy to know the souls of other men as it is to know
material bodies. For., as he points out., we don"t really know the
essential nature of ,a material body., such as the sun., by simpl~
vision; but rather make a judgment concerning it., based on information provided by the senses. In similar fashion., I judge on the
basis of sensory data that bodies similar to mine conduct themselves
very much as I do., and that leads me to believe that they are
human bodies. « But ))., he continues.,
« when I speak to them and they respond to me, and I see them perforln
a great many actions which are infallible marks of nlind and of reason, I conclude
fronI this much more evidently that these bodies ~imilar to mine are animated
by souls similar to mine (i.e., by intelligent substances really distinct from these
bodies) than I conclude that there is a sun, and what the sun iso And therefore
I know this with at least as much certainty as all that I know of the sun, or by
the observations of astronomers or by the speculations of M. Descartes») (p. 225).

Arnauld is so convinced that this position is sound that he
provides six arguments for other minds (primarily involving the use
of language) ,as a basis for his two arguments for the existence of
material bodies (without employing faith). He first advances the
principle that one must acceptas true whatever could not he false
without forcing us to admit in God things quite contr,ary to the
divine nature such ,as b,eing a deceiver., or having some other
imperfection. Since this principIe is the very foundatiOD oI fai th.,
it cannot be said to presuppose faith. But from this principle one
can argue that God would be a deceiver if those who use language:
who understand one language but not ,another., who write book,s on
various topics., who ,advance false theses and even impieties., were
not genuinely other men like myself. In sinlilar fashion., God would
be a deceiver if th,e sentiments ,and sensations which I experience
actually served no purpose for the preservation of my body and its
use among other bodies (pp. 254-259). Interestingly enough., Malebranche responds to the arguments for physical bodies in a general
way (pointing out that bodiesare actually useless., since God can
act directly on the soul) (50)., but he neglects to take up the discussion
of other minds.
T'here were other Cartesians who gave even more forceful
,arguments ,against the use of analogy - such as Geulincx (at the
beginning of his Qnestiones quodlibeticae, 1652) (51) and the ,Abbe
de Lanion (52). The latter analyzed Descartes" Sixth Meditation very
carefully and raised objections similar to those still being offered
today. His perspective and language were essentially those of Malebranche., but his arguments were quite distinctive. Being rigorously
loyal to the principle of methodic doubt., he refused to permit
,any ,aspect of experience or common sense to play a role in his
reformulation of Cartesian thought. And he concludes that., since it
is possible that God is the direct source ofall our experience --
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both of purely physical objects and of those bodies which. we believe
to be associated with minds (i.e., our experience of persons) then, strictly speaking, we cannot conclude that ,such entities have
aseparate existence (53).
T'he problem centers in the fact that Descartes maintains botl1:
a) that we do not know substance directly, but only throug'h its
attributes; and b) that we know the attributes 01 substance on thc
basis of information provided by the senses. If the information
received through the ,senses could be provided directly by God,
rather than through the intermediary 01 a separately existing substance (i.e., if B,erkeley's position were essentially correct) (54)~
then by D'escartes' own rules of argumentation it would be illegitimate
to conclude even to the existence of external objects, much les~ to
theexistence of other minds. T'he question, then, is whether God
actually could provide this sensory information directly.
Now one may be inclined to agree that D·escartes was not sufficiently clear about his precise position on ,a proof for other minds.
As we have seen, his followers certainly f.elt it necessary to elaborate
upon the point. But it would be unreasonable to maintain that he
was not clear in his argument for physical sub,stance. It h.inges, and
quite legitimately in DIeseartes' system, on the fact that a supremely
r
perfect entity (God) could not deliberately or willfully deceive. l hus
God could 110t, like the whimsical ,artist, include ,a flaw in his work
by way of jest, or to assert his absolute dOlninion over the creative
process. Nor could he, in more calculated fa.shion, deliberately insert
a ßaw für a higher purpose (55), like the Persian weaver who skill.
fully works ,a flaw into his rug, in order that its perfection might
not attract the evil eye. Descartes' God Is absolutely self-contained
and perfect, and his creation is rigorously ordered to consistent
operation: Extension governed by the laws 01 motion; thought
goverened by the law,s of logic. Reality could have heen different.
But it is what it is,and cannot change without a (causally anteeedent)
change in the immutable will of God. Descartes' comments on the
point are very clear (56).
But commentators have often heen troubled by this use 01 God"~
veracity. To some it has seemed technically sound, but overhurdened
by the weight it must carry in D!escartes' systenl. 1"0 others it seems
merelyan irrelevant mechanism enlployed by Descartes to bridge
the perl1.aps unfathomable chasm between physics and metaphysics
- ,a clever device wllich his clerieal oponents could neither reject,
nor successfully oppose. But it cannot be too strongly emphasized
that D'escartes was absolutely serious and sincere in this matter.
IIe feIt that he h.ad sound philosophieal evidence für a God who
is creator, providential sustainer, and absolute master of every particle
of rn.atter ,and every element of thought. Without hin1 there would
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be n,either ,a world to investigate., norany basis for systematic thought
about its possibility. It is absolutely essential to realize that., within
his system., D'eseartes is entirely justified in the statement that with.out the knowledge that God exists? and that he is not a deceiver~
he (Descartes) would have no basis for claiming to know anytlling.
·"rithout God as the consistent preserver of the meaning oi elements
of thought., it would be impossible even to formulate a single proposition. T'he cogito itself would be subject to this difficulty., sillce
the elements of th.ought involved (existence., thought., doubt., etc.)
are asserted by Diescartes to be innate., i. e., structured into the mind
by God., with only the significance and stability given in and through
this creative and providential act. But even if this point were not
granted., it must at least be agreed that TIO system, of knowledge
such as Descartes envisioned could he developed without a stable
context in which physieal objects and processes were consistently
and coh,erently related to mental objects and processes. Only .a G·od
such as Descartes envisions hirn to be could provide this kind oI
absolute stability and harnl0ny. But such a God could - and for
Descartes does. Without hinl Descartes" system is absurd.
However., we mu,st determine precisely what significance this
point can earry. Even if one accepts the role thus given to God.,
what kind of solution is open to Deseartes when l'le is confronted
with the question of other minds? Since an.alogy is eliminated on
epistemological grounds., it would seem that there are only two
possibilities left open the self-evident intuition and necessary
deduction mentioned in Regula;e, XII. An examination of these Ineans
should indicate how he can best ,answer his critics.
The first point that must be recognized is that Descartes often
formulates what seem to be (and w-h,at., at times., he hinlself calls)
arguments., proofs., or demonstrations - when in fact they are only
explanatiolltS (57). With respect to th·e issuc at hand., both Descartes
and his followers provide a discussion of other minds which includes
all the elements appropriate to an argument byanalogy. Hut it is
not necessary to conclude that they intend to provide a proof by
this means (58). In fact we find that D·escartes often provides an
explanation or elucidation for an insight., e.g., the cogito., which is
not (and even could not be) ,attained by means of ,a proof~ It is
precisely the Cartesian project at tilnes to invite the reader to follow
a line of reasoning in order that the unbiased individual migl'lt
eliminate his own doubts., .and attain his own vision of the truth -not as compelled by .a proof or demonstration imposed from witl'lout.
We even find Descartes maintaining., in .accordance with scholastie
tradition., that the will eannot be compelled from without. He asserts
that the will is cap,able of withholdingassent from ,a truth clearly
perceived - if its essential intent in the judgment is the asserting
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of its own freedom~ rather than the apprehension of truth (59).
There are~ therefore~ many things (such .as the simple natures and
their connections of Regulae, XII) which one can only be invited
to perceive~ and in relation to whicll « proof »~ or « demonstration )
can me,an grounds for neither scientia nor persuasio, but only ,an
explanation.
But does Descartes intend us to accept knowledge of other minds
as simply an ,experiencial « given» which is not subject to proof?
Some have asserted that he does. We D1USt remerrlber that Descartes
maintains the union of ,soul and body to be a primitive notion (60)
- and if he means this to apply not only to our awareness of ourselves~ but also to our awar,eness of others~ then it would change
entirely the kind of answer that h,e will give to his critics. Maxime
Chastaing~ in « L' abbe de Lanion et le probleIne de Za connaissa:nce
d' autrui» (citedabove)~ takes precisely this perspective~ .and asserts
that D'escartes has already met his critics~ objections (61).
Using the position of Claude Buffier (( heritier de Descartes et
pere ,des Ecossa,is ») for support~ he asserts that it is naturally evident~
and therefore logically indemonstrable~ that there exist other beings~
and in particular other nlen than myself (p. 248). Buffier provides
a strong basis for this position. He defines carefully his notion of
, evidence ~ (62) and 'first truth ~ (63)~ .and points out that~ of
course~ everything cannot be proved. The evidence of demonstration
presupposes the evidence of first truth,s (p. 89).. « But ,-vith respect
to the point ,at issue~ there cannot b,e admitted any first truth~ since
the proposition in question : 'There exist other beings than myself ~_
is itself ,a first truth» (p. 89). It simply cannot be demonstrated.
And one should not be troubled by the fact that he knows his
own mind with greater evidence than he knows the mind of others.
(c. For when
1 look at an ohject in full daylight, and in the hright sun,
1 see it with a greater and more luminous clarity than when the SUll has not
yet risen; hut 1 do not see the ohject more truly. Hence it is impossihle on one
side or the other to judge that 1 do not see it. It is very nluch tbe sanle witll
respect to the evidence of my own existence and the existence of others; the
one strikes me in a more lively fashion, hut the other does not strike me ,vith
less certainty» (pp. 86·87).

Against such an argument one may weIl he reduced to comparing
basic intuitions. And~ of course~ one is ,enlbarrassed to admit that
he lacks a self-evident « first truth.».
But more to the point~ one mu,st ask whether Buffier is to be
allowed to speak for Descartes. For Buffier is remarkably influenced
by experience and common ,sense (64), and it is highly unlikely
that Diescartes would follow Chastaing in permitting the philosophy
of « bon sens» to lead to that of « sens COmnlUn» (p. 248). On
the other hand, taking note ofa bad spokesman should not prompt
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us to reject his conclusions with his prelnises. For D-escartes hirnself
has given us much to think about.
To the evidence provided by Chastaing IDUst be added the
following: In the Regulaie, Descartes asserts that among the simple
natures which are known by the intellect immediately and absolutely
are such things as existenee and unity -- common to both corporeal
,and spiritual entities. He adds to the list also those (( common notions
which are., as it were., bonds for connecting together the other
simple natures ... )). And then h·e concludes with the assertion: (( As
a matter of fact., these common notions ean be discerned by the
understanding either unaided or when it is aware of the images of
material things)) (65). Surely we have here the basis for asserting
the immediate apprehension of the mind-body unity in others.
If this is Descartes" position., then of course he does not need
to provide ,a proof., and it is simply a nlatter of misconception on
th·e part of his commentators which prompts them to request the
impossible. Of course.,again., it may he objected that., ,vhile the
union of mind and body is evident in experience., it is non,etheless
(( possible)) (strictly speaking) that this evidence is false - iee., that
God is., in theabsolute sense., capable of being the sole cause of
our perceptions., both of rocks and of persons (as Lanion objected).
But in effect this amounts to asking whether clear ,and distinct ideas
are really true. And to this objection Descartes llas already given
sufficientanswer. For when one asks whether clear and distinct ideas
are r,eally true., only two issu-es can be in question : Whether one
is justified in asserting that clearand distinct ideas are innate., and
thus beyond question ; or., more radically., whether in fact innate
ideas are beyond question., as the product of the creativeaet of a
veraeious God. But in either ease D'eseartes" answer will follow the
same lines.
The eriteria of truth., like the eriteria of action., Inust be witllin
our eontroland wholly deternlinable. rrhat we are responsible for
eorrect judgments in both cases is elear (66). But we could make
rational deeisions in neither cas,e unless careful use of the intellect
and will., combined with an awareness of eorrect criteria., could
produee (i.e., were known to produee) sound judgments. T1hat the
human mind is limited is granted. It cannot attain perfect kno,v..
ledge on all topies. But where it can achieve clarity and distinetness.,
the results ,are absolute and indubitable.
If it is suggested tllat we eannot be certain that we have absolute
knowledge - since this belongs only to God., and we cannot have
access to tlle divine mind - D'escartes will agree. But he will also
point out that., while there are issues which are beyond the powers
of the hunlan mind., thes·e matters can never provide the basis for
real deeeption. For., as Deseartes asserts., we havea genuine faculty
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for recognlzlng truth., and distinguishing it from falsehood (67);
but we can also know with perfect clarity when tlle issue at hand
involvesan aspect which cannot be reduced to clear and distinct
ideas (68).,and such a matter ,vould be one on which we must remain
in doubt. As Rules VII and VIII mention several times., this too
is a kind of knowledge. Therefore., one may say that we cannot be
deceived with respect to anything which we coneeive clearly aud
distinctly.
If., from another perspective., it is objected that the factor which
transcends the human intellect may not be directly involved with
the elements of the matter clearly and di,stinctly couceived., bIlt may
instead be an aspect of the « motivation ) of God in virtue of which
he permits us to deceive ourselves., D1escartes would again have an
answer . If the power which God has given us to know the truth
does not work - even when it is correctly employed - then God
is either an inadequate creator., or an intentional deceiver. But
neither of these «( possibilities» is really possible. And this is the
essential element in resolving the matter of ab,solute truth. W"hen
the hypothetical falsity of clear and distinct ideas is raised -in
,abstraction., it seem,s possible. But when we stop to realize that ,ve
have absolutely no basis for ,asserting this as an actuality (69)., and
moreover., that such falsity would constitute ,a genuine contradiction
in relation to all that we da know - both of God., and of created
reality - then we recognize that it is not really possible., i.e., that
it is necessarily not the case. As the product of an absolutely simple
and perfect heing., the ,system which constitutes reality must he
absolutely consistent and coherent: within the order 01 thought as
such; within the order 01 ext'ensionas such; and in the relations
which they bear to each other.
Thus God"s motivation becomes irrelevant a matter für
theologians to quihhle over. Truth is a lnatter oI existence (70).,
and the relation of ideas to existent entities (7.1). In this order.,
D:escartes cannot be deceived without inconsistency and contradiction
entering in. But within the systeln which he has formulated this
would be absurd., and truly impossible.
Within his system., therefore., Descartes is entirely justified in
asserting that that which is evident in experience -- when the
experience is clearly ,and distinctly conceived - is true. But there
i,s good reason., nonetheless., to question whether what is evident in
experience is to be understood as .self-evident in the sense of siInple
natures and primitive notions; or whether it is evident rather in
the sense that the experience in which it is contained constitutes a
demonstration or proof when the experience is reduced to a clear
and distinct conception. It is precisely this latter position which must
}Je developed as our final perspective.
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If., as we have maintainedabove., the veraeity oI God is required
by Deseartes not only for experienee., but even for the validity of
intuition itself (72); onee this guarantee is aehieved., its signifieanee
is very extensive. For with this framework as a (( hidden premise )J.,
D1eseartes ean eliminate the distinetion between mere empirieal observation and neeessary deduetion. And with respeet to the issue at
hand., the point beeomes obvious: While he eannot argue for the
existenee of other minds onanalogieal grounds; and while it is by
no means elear that he wishes to propose self-evidence as the solution
to this problem; there is absolutely nothing in his system to prevent
Deseartes fromadvancing a straight~forward deductive argument. For
in D·escartes" extraordinarily neat epistemological system., when one
eneountersan ,entity which aets in all r·espeets like a human being., it 18
b'eeause it is a human being - ,and it could be nothing else. Perhaps
it will clarify matters to add that what in the eontemporary context
would se·em to take th·e form of an argument by analogy., in the
system of Descartes (beeaus.e of his earefully struetured ontologiealepistemologieal framework) becomes a purely deductive argument.
If asked to formulate such an argument., Deseartes would un·
doubtedly provide something like the following: Only God could
make a (( human» body which upon examination was found to
function like., and in all respeets appeared to b'e., a truly human
body (i.e., ,a body substantially united with a soul)
but whieh
nonetheless laeked a soul. However., the word ~ eould ., is here used
in a very deeeptive sense. For while it is true that in an abstract
and gener,al sense it would have been possible for God to create
such an entity., given the order that actually exists (i.e., the context
of reality as D~eseartes has come to k.now it in his philosophie system).,
it would be impossible even for God to thrust sucll an entity into
the world. For this would constitute ,a deeeption - i.e., God would.
have created a eontext in whieh no amount oI eaution on our part
eould prevent us from falling into error. And since God would thus
be responsible for putting us out of our depth., he would have to
assurne responsibility for our error. Therefore., since it is impossible
for God to deeeive., what ,appears to be a human being mUlst be one.
Moreover., this epistemological guarantee is backed up by an
ontological assur,anee. For th·ere is a second impossibility which a
mindless (( human» would involve. Beeause of his perfection antI
silnplicity., God cannot ehoose to create disorder., nor can he violate
the given order once he has (( decided» what it will be. 1t must
be absolutely conrSistent ,and eoherent; order is the first principle oI
reality. Therefore., again., we may safely assert that an entity whieh
in ,all respects appears to be human is human. Such would be
Descartes' argument.
However., in our present state of technological advancement one
0-
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is inclined to throw caution to the winds and suggest that the proposed argument has a false premise: It is entirely possihle th.,at at
some time in the future it will not he true that only God could
create such a human machine. But Descartes would he undaunted.
He has maintained not only that the mind and hody together eonstitute a suhstantial unity~ hut further that:
« Since the hody has all the dispositions required for recelvlng a soul,
dispositions without which it is not properly a human body, it could not happen
without a miracle that the soul should not be united to it» (73).

Thus., if a master mechanic should present Diescartes with such
a splendid machine (presuming that it is perfect in every respectl)
and passes all tests with flying color,s)., he would undoubtedly eon·
gratulate the (( father ))., and haptize the new acquaintance. A.nd then~
just how would the mechanic estahlish that God had not provided
a soul for his splendid creation?
But .at this point., one who has suhscrihed to the analogy argument
would surelyaccuse Descartes of hegging the question. For wh,at he
would like to know is not simply whether one hody has a mincl
(i.e., suhmits to the general order., having a mind just as all other
hunlan hodies do); hut rather., whether any hody (h'esides his own)
is conjoined witha mind. It is .at this point that Descartes falls hack
upon language .as his final criterion - hut it is not the weak erutch
that some would suppose (74). Instead., hecause of Descartes" rigorous
system ofahsolute truth., one can readily determine whether language
is heing u,sed in a univocal manner., and whether there are ideas
similar to his own behind its use. Beginning witl1. mathematical
truths and common notions., one could determine without employing
languag,e that certain ideas .and principles were held in common.
These in turn could be used to build a system of univocal terms., etc.
But the precise procedure is not important - the point is that the
very mea,ning of the doctrine of innate ideas is here at stake. The
soul or mind has all these ideas in itself hy its very nature. Not
to have them would., in effect., he equivalent to not heing a human
mind. It is not really language., therefore., which Descartes employs
as a sufficient condition for recognizing human heings., hut the ideas
whichare shared througll language. .Lt\nd since there is an ahsolute
correspondence h'etween th,e order of innate ideas and the order
of ohjective reality") there can he no private language problem for
D'escartes.
Nor is it appropriate to request that Descartes provide ,a separate
meditation to deal with the question of other minds - as Cordemoy
does") in effect. For., of course., Descartes treats separately only
prohlems which require separate treatment., and the lack oi such a
meditation carries its own implications. It would he wiser") there:fore")
to consider the possihility tl1.at he did not regard tllis matter really
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distinct Ironl what he did deal with. In Iact., this hecomes the only
possihle answer when it is realized that the conclusions drawn in
the Sixth Meditation (i.e., the indep'endent existence oI physical
ohjects., and the suhstantial union oI the t,vo distinct suhstances..
mind and hody., in the person oI the philosopher) are hased precisely
on the prooI that the ohjects oI experience wh.en clearly and
distinctly conceived -are what they are coneeived to he. 'fhe Iact
that we experience other men is sufficient ( demonstrative) evidence
that they exist.
It would seem clear., thereIore, that the wholeattenlpt to impose
analogy on Descartes" treatment oI other minds is misguided. And.,
oI course, it can provide a puzzle only insoIar as it is kept in
isolation Irom the Iu]l system oI his thought. Ohviously., this is the
kind oI prohlem that Deseartes had in nlind when he admonished
his correspondents and readers to dweIl UPOll the integrity oi his
system. For elements taken separately may indeed seem inadequate;
hut whenall oI th,e parts are understood in relation to each other.,
the system constitutes an impressive ,vhole. And one must conclude
that., iI Descartes" physieal theories have long tsince heen discarded.,
it is hy no means clear that his metaphysical thought can he so
easily dismissed.
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